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ABSTRACT.

The Hamiltonian formalism is used to analyse the direct resonant

interaction between the fast magnetosonic wave and the electrons in a

tokamak plasma. The intrinsic stochasticity of the electron phase space

trajectories is derived, and together with extrinsic decorrelation

processes, assesses the validity of the quasilinear approximation for the

kinetic studies of fast wave current drive (FWCD). A full-wave resolution of

the Maxwell-Vlasov set of equations provides the exact pattern of the

wave fields in a complete tokamak geometry, for a realistic antenna

spectrum. The local quasilinear diffusion tensor is derived from the wave

fields, and is used for a computation of the driven current and deposited

power profiles, the current drive efficiency, including possible non-linear

effects in the kinetic equation. Several applications of FWCD on existing

and future machines are given, as well as results concerning combination

of FWCD with other non inductive current drive methods. An analytical

expression for the current drive efficiency is given in the high single-pass

absorption regimes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The achievement of high-beta plasmas in large tokamaks has

brought out the possibility of directly coupling the fast magnetosonic wave

to the electrons, in the frequency range of the ion cyclotron resonance.

By phasing the launched wave in the toroidal direction, one can then

envisage a non inductive current drive scheme, which does not suffer

from any wave accessibility problem, and which does not demand strong

technological developments for next step machines. It even seems

reasonable to design antenna arrays suitable for both ion cyclotron

resonant heating (ICRH) and FWCD.

The relevance of FWCD, either as a non inductive current drive

method or simply for the current profile control on reactors, has still to

be documented experimentally, as the plasma performances in existing

machines remain marginal for this application. Predicting theoretical

models are thus essential tools for preparing new experiments in this

area.

The first problems one has to face while developing theoretical

models on FWCD are electromagnetic. They are first linked to the typical

wavelengths which are comparable to the plasma scale lengths. This

constraint very often prevents the use of the WKB approximation for

describing the wave fields. A second aspect, which has rapidly been

recognised as decisive on the resulting current drive efficiency, is the so-

called "poloidal enrichment"1 of the wave, i.e. the coupling between the

different accessible poloidal mode numbers which, if dominant, may

severely alter the wave directivity into the plasma. These aspects become

even more binding in low single-pass absorption cases (e.g. when no

strong absorption .occurs along the wave propagation), where the wave

fills up the torus, trying to match a cavity mode structure. For these
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reasons, full-wave descriptions integrating a realistic plasma geometry,

and the complete coupling between poloidal modes, represent a firm

basis on which kinetic effects induced by the wave can be estimated.

Concerning the kinetic part of the problem, the question of the

validity of a Fokker-Planck model has to be addressed. The reason is

found in the wave-electron interaction itself. The strong parallel magnetic

field OB// of the fast wave gives rise to a force parallel to the confinement

magnetic field BQ, proportional to the electron magnetic moment \ie and

to the parallel gradient of OB//. This is the so-called transit time magnetic

pumping (TTMP) effect. The fast wave also has a parallel electric field 6E//

driving a parallel force, responsible for the so-called electron Landau

damping (ELD). But these two forces, due to the polarisation of the wave,

are opposite. As the TTMP effect depends upon the perpendicular

velocity of the electron, it has been demonstrated that, in a slab

geometry, the averaged parallel force on the electrons vanishes for a

critical value of the perpendicular energy. This critical value2 is:

vf-
( 1 )

where Wthe is the electron thermal energy, me the electron mass, c the

speed of light in vacuum, CD the wave pulsation and copi the ion plasma

frequency. For typical tokamak plasma parameters, and low frequency

scenarios (co - coci the ion cyclotron frequency), the critical energy is very

close to the thermal energy, meaning that the interaction vanishes in the

phase space region where the bulk electrons are. Moreover, this

interaction is a resonant interaction based on the Landau resonance

condition:

O) + k^v// = O (2)
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where kx/ is the parallel wave vector, and vx/ the parallel electron velocity.

Resonant velocities then satisfy:

_ _ W _ _ CORant
V//res - ~ lr..~ ~ M

where Rant is the antenna major radius and N is the toroidal mode

number of the wave (which in that case takes typical values from O up to

±50). The typical distance between resonances in velocity space is thus

much larger than it is in the lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) frequency

range for instance (f=4GHz). This is quantified by the ratio of the typical

toroidal mode numbers, which scales proportionally to frequency, i.e.

changes by one to two orders of magnitude. Thus both the antagonism

between TTMP and ELD and the fact that the wave frequency is low

require to discuss the quasilinear approximation for this interaction,

especially if the wave is expected to drive a suprathermal tail in the

electron distribution function. This will be done in the section II of this

paper.

A self-consistent solution of the non-linear Maxwell-Vlasov set of

equations being still out of reach, choices have to be made concerning the

relevant model(s) for this problem. Sections III and IV will discuss that

point, and show in particular that FWCD might reasonably be computed

through a 2-D (in configuration space) self-consistent linear computation

of the fast wave field (full-wave model), as long as the complete tokamak

geometry is considered. A variational formulation of the full-wave

modelling will be presented and detailed in section III.

The electron distribution function deformations can then be

computed separately, by solving a 2-D (in velocity space) or 3-D (in
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velocity and configuration space) Fokker-Planck equation, using the local

quasilinear diffusion operator deduced from the field computation. The

question of possible iterations of this process will be discussed, in the

light of the results obtained. Simple linear estimates of the driven current

will be presented, and compared to the Fokker-Planck results. Several

kinetic effects will also be introduced, as the influence of a radial

transport on the driven current profile and the possibility of an enhanced

current drive efficiency when the FWCD is operated together with

another RF heating scheme. This will be the subject for section IV.

Finally, section V will rediscuss, in the light of the results of our

general model, the 0-D approach for current drive, which in that

particular case leads to a straightforward expression for the current drive

efficiency, in rather good agreement with the simulations.

H. ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRON-FAST WAVE INTERACTION

The interaction between the plasma electrons and the fast

magnetosonic wave being resonant, the irreversible transfer of energy

(and/or momentum) from the wave to the electrons requires a

decorrelation process. This means that the relative phase between a test

electron and the wave must be lost on a time scale shorter than the

characteristic bounce period of the particle trapped in the wave. When

this decorrelation fully takes place, the trajectories become stochastic

and ergodically fill an entire region of the phase space. A statistical

treatment can then be envisaged through a Fokker-Planck approach.

The origin for this phase decorrelation is twofold. There is first a

so-called "extrinsic decorrelation process", caused by external events

such as Coulomb collisions, for instance. In the present case, this process

becomes predominant at low energy and, as we will see later, is far from
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being negligible. The second cause for a phase decorrelation is found in

the wave-particle interaction itself3, and is called "stochasticity" or

"intrinsic chaos". Physically, it comes from the fact that, for a given

pattern of resonances in phase space, when the perturbation amplitude

grows, the particle trajectory is strongly influenced by several

Hamiltonian resonances at the same time. The classical expansion

techniques fail, and the particle perturbed motion is no more integrable.

II. 1 The equations of motion

The analysis of the intrinsic chaos can be performed through the

Hamiltonian formalism. The electron motion is governed by a function

H(X, p, t), where x is the position of the particle, and p its momentum. In

the non-relativistic limit, H reads:

HK. p. t] = + eu<*.tl (4)

satisfying:

VxH = - p (5)

VpH = x (6)

A and U being the vector and scalar potentials of the total

electromagnetic field in which the particle evolves. The preceding

equations are the equations of motion, and are gauge invariant. The

corresponding (Lorentz) force is given by:

F = p - eÀ = mev = - VxH - eÂ (7)
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v(x,p,t) being the particle velocity.

The perturbative problem of a particle in an equilibrium magnetic

field interacting with a wave, (i.e. A = Ao+5A. U = Uo+SU) can be linearized:

H = H0 + SH (8)

leading to the first order perturbed Hamiltonian:

8H(x,p,t) = eSU(x,t)-ev0(x,p,t).5A(x.t) (9)

where 5U(x,t) is the wave scalar potential, 5A(x,t) the wave vector

potential, and vo(x,p,t)=(p-eAo(x,t))/me is the unperturbed electron

velocity. As p is still equal to mev + eA, one can define a perturbed

velocity:

Sv(x.p.t) = - ̂ - 8A(x,t) = 5v(x,t) ( 10)

since the equation of motion reads:

me Sv = eSE + ev0x8B + eSvxB0 + O (SA2) (11)

with B0 = CUTlA0, SB = curlSA, SE = -38A/3t - VSU.

The linearized problem thus ceases to be strictly gauge invariant, unless

the gauge transformations respect the ordering between the fields.
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The interaction mechanisms between the fast magnetosonic wave

and the test electron (ELD and TTMP) are contained in the n=0 part of

the interaction Hamiltonian:

5H = £5Hnexp(inOc+io)t) + c.c. (12)
n

where Oc is the cyclotron phase, and n the cyclotron harmonic number.

Performing an expansion of the unperturbed dynamics with respect

to the Larmor radius, 8Ho reads:

8H0 = laeSB/Xxg.t) + eSU(xg.t) - evg.SA(xg,t) (13)

where the subscript 'g' refers to the guiding centre motion. The previous

expression is limited to the first order of the expansion. The small term

for this expansion is pc/Lj., where pc is the (electron) Larmor radius and

LX the characteristic perpendicular scale length of the wave. A numerical

application for typical ITER(EDA) parameters with the 20 MHz fast wave

leads to pc/Li = 2. IQ-3. The time dependence of the fields, in the previous

expression, represents a possible slow evolution, with a time scale much

longer than 1/co.

II. 2 Approximations for the fast wave field

The parallel projection of the equation of motion (11) (i.e. the

projection along the equilibrium magnetic field), together with the

relation between 8A and Sv (10), yield:

- - (V0-V)SAx/ = - V//SU + (V0XSB) /, ( 1 4)
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Assuming that 5B is essentially parallel to B0, and performing a WKB

analysis in order to exhibit the ordering between the different terms,

yields:

k//5U ________ ______ ..... ______ ( 1 5)

The Landau resonance relation implies kj.vj.8A// = k//SU. For thermal

electrons (v// = vj_ - vthe), and assuming CA « vfhe, where CA is the Alfven

velocity, one has kj.vj_ » k//v//. and-so-k//v//8A// « k//SU, leading to the

approximation:

V//8A//« SU (16)

which will be used in the full-wave code, via the condition SA//=0. This

condition is thus an approximation mainly related to the fact that k// is

smaller than kj_, but also to the fact that the resonant electrons are mainly

in the thermal range, assumption that will be justified later.

Finally, coming back to the Hamiltonian itself (13), the first term

lie5B//(xg,t) is thus responsible for the compressional TTMP effect, the

second one eSU(xg,t) for the ELD effect, and the third one - evg.5A(Xg,t)

= - evgj_.5Aj_(xg,t) for a torsional magnetic pumping effect which will be

neglected in the present work Its ordering with respect to the previous

terms is discussed in section II.7.

II.3 The action-angle variable approach

The unperturbed particle trajectories are described through their

set(s) of action-angle variables4 Jk, Ok, k= 1.2,3. The JR'S are constant for
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the unperturbed motion, and the OR'S vary linearly with time. The present

analysis is restricted to the non-relativistic, passing electrons in the

Tokamak geometry:

J3 = e*F + meR0 V77(O=O) (U3 -~ — °3 - <Ptor

where ¥ is the poloidal flux, OT the toroidal flux function (- d<&T/dY =

is the safety factor), •& the poloidal angle and (ptor the toroidal angle, v// is

the parallel velocity estimated at a given poloidal angle (for example O). cok

is the characteristic frequency of the motion with respect to

(18)

Ho(J) being the particle unperturbed Hamiltonian.

The degree of freedom corresponding to k=l represents the

averaged cyclotron motion. It does not appear in this problem, since the

perturbation we are interested in is the cyclotron averaged interaction. Ji

is proportional to ^6 and coi is the bounce-averaged cyclotron frequency.

II.4 Hamiltonian chaos

The perturbation is Fourier analysed in the action-angle phase space

through:

SH0 = 5>N(J)exp(iNk0k) + c.c. (19)
N

where N1 = O represents the harmonic mode number on the first degree

of freedom. Due to the expression of 5H0 (13) and to the approximation
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concerning O2 and O3, Na identifies to the poloidal mode number m of the

field, and NS to its toroidal mode number N. In that particular case, the

Hamiltonian and the field have the same spectrum. The conditions for the

stationarity of the phase between the particle and the wave give the

resonance surfaces in phase space, namely:

QN(J) = Co + NkOk(J) = O (20)

The previous expression corresponds to a set of resonant parallel

velocities:

0^ (21)

The resonant surfaces are thus the constant-v,/ (U=O) surfaces. A

convenient representation of the phase-space is in that case the (v//(d=0),

V1(^=O). ¥) or the (v7/(u=0), V1(U=O), qpP)) space. In the following, the

subscript "(iî=0)" will be omitted. Because we neglect the torsional

magnetic pumping effect (-evgi. 5A1(Xg, t)), the perturbed Fourier

amplitude hN is equal to |ie(5B//)N+e8UN which, strictly speaking, has to be

rewritten as a function of J.

Around each resonance QN=O. the perturbation develops an island-

like structure3 . The width of this island depends on the Fourier

amplitude hN and on the unperturbed Hamiltonian curvature a =

(22)

In the present case, a reads:
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to?

leading to a width in parallel velocity:

R^
(24)

around each resonance v//res.. The occurrence of intrinsic chaos is then

determined through a Chirikov condition, i.e. the particle trajectories are

stochastic when (Av/,)i is smaller than the distance between consecutive

resonances Av//res. The Chirikov5 parameter s is defined as the ratio:

(25)
Av//res

At this point, the evaluation of the criterion for intrinsic chaos,

around a given flux surface, requires the knowledge of the exact (N2, N3)-

spectrum of SB/, and SU. This is achieved by solving the set of Maxwell

equations into the plasma, with the proper geometry. This work will be

detailed in section III. The main properties of the stochasticity may

however be obtained more simply, using reasonable assumptions

concerning these spectra. One can first notice that for a given resonant

surface, i.e. for a given N, one can derive a critical perpendicular velocity

for which the Fourier amplitude of the perturbaO ^n vanishes. This critical

velocity depends on N and can be compute' c.Vy through a complete
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calculation of the wave polarisation. This calculation has been performed

in the slab geometry2-6 and the critical perpendicular velocity is given by

equation (1). For high-beta plasmas and low frequency waves (co 5 u>Ci),

this critical velocity is very close to the thermal velocity vthe- In estimating

the Chirikov parameter, we will assume vj_Crit = v the, and thus e5U = -

HtheSB,,.

On the other hand, the decomposition of the field spectrum with

respect to 1F, N2 and NS also depends on the exact geometry and plasma

conditions. A given spectrum (8B//)N, compatible with the antenna

spectrum and wave amplitude is assumed here, in order to obtain the

typical pattern of the phase-space domains where the trajectories are

stochastic.

The results of this approach are the following1 :

- The width of the island associated to each resonance N, in the parallel

velocity direction is:

Vlcrit2 ' (27)

- In the (v//. v_J-space, the region of low perpendicular velocity (vj_<vthe)

is dominated by the ELD effect, the width (Av^)1 being almost

independent of V1.. In the region of high perpendicular velocity (vj_>vthe)

the TTMP effect is predominant, with a linear increase of (Av/ / ) j with

respect to vj_. Fig. 1 gives a magnified representation of this

phenomenon for a single resonance.

= 4 \ W^ ' v±2 "

- On a given flux surface H1, for a given spectrum (8Bxx)N corresponding

to a typical case, one can draw the frontier between chaotic and
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adiabatic trajectories in the (v//t vj-space using the Chirikov criterion.

Such a frontier is displayed on fig.2. Three domains appear: the region

where the ELD insures the phase decorrelation (low v//. low V1), the

region where TTMP insures the decorrelation (high V1), and the

i adiabatic domain (high y//).. Note that the trapping effect is not taken

into account.

- The shape of this frontier fundamentally depends on the resonance

pattern, i.e. on the q-value. When q is close to an integer, or a large

rational, the resonant velocities v//res group in families. The stochastic

domains are thus slotted by adiabatic barriers, as shown on fig.3. On the

contrary when q is close to an irrational (as on fig.2), the mixing of

resonances is maximum and the stochastic domains are broad.

- In order to evaluate the influence of an integer or a rational-q flux

surface, one can display the situation in the (v//f q)-space, at a given V1

value. This is done on fig.4, where the dark domains represent the

phase space regions where the trajectories are adiabatic, and the white

domains the zones where the trajectories are intrinsically stochastic,

and in which a quasilinear diffusion takes place. In that case, the field

spectrum has been chosen independent of 1P. As expected, the vicinity

of rational-q values shows up in exhibiting large adiabatic "diamond

shaped" structures, representing barriers in the parallel velocity

diffusion of the electrons.

II. 5 Influence of the extrinsic decorrelations

Using typical values for the field amplitude and spectrum shows

that, especially at low perpendicular velocities, the intrinsic chaos is far
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from being sufficient to insure the phase decorrelation necessary for the

irreversible transfer of momentum from the wave to the electrons.

However two major extrinsic decorrelation sources exist, which

consequently modify this situation.

First the anomalous radial diffusion, existing in the plasma, induces

random steps in 1F -space, changing the q-value along an electron

trajectory. One can define a wave-particle decorrelation time tq,

characteristic of the electron radial diffusion:

r 3r R0

where Dr is the radial diffusion coefficient. On the other hand the typical

bounce time of the electron trapped in the wave reads:

nvave

The anomalous radial diffusion will decorrelate the relative wave-electron

phase when:

(30)

Qualitatively, this radial diffusion will insure decorrelation (and wipe out

the "diamond shaped" dark structures) at high parallel velocity.

Quantitatively, fig.5 shows a typical situation for Dr = 2 m2/s.

Coulomb collisions represent another possible decorrelation

mechanism. One can define here two characteristic times. The first one

reflects the fact that collisions induce a significant phase decorrelation on

a given resonant surface:
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where T3 = - ~E~~v2v// is the slowing down time. The second one

characterises the decorrelation due to the motion cava} u-jm the resonant

surface, provoked by the slowing down:

(32)

The comparison of these two times with TWave indicates that collisions

insure an effective decorrelation at low perpendicular velocities, i.e. in

the ELD domain. Note that, among these three characteristic times, only

two are independent as the electron is forced to bounce in the wave.

We can summarise the results by saying that the decorrelation is

insured at low perpendicular velocities and mainly through extrinsic

processes. For the high perpendicular velocity domain, intrinsic chaos is

dominant, except in the vicinity of the integer and low-rational-q (i.e.

q=m/n with m and n small integers) flux surfaces. Adiabatic barriers may

remain under those conditions, thus preventing the formation of

suprathermal electron tails.

II.6 ColHslonal regimes

To conclude the discussion, we now evaluate the possibility of such

a tail formation. In particular, the relative strength of the quasilinear RF

diffusion operator and of the collisional drag operator is discussed in the

regions where the phase decorrelation takes place.
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For this, we define the coefficient:

7- (33)
Vthe^As

as the ratio between the RF diffusion to the collisional drag. Different '-•

regimes in velocity space then exist, with r.espect to the values of D and S

(S being here the stochasticity parameter including intrinsic and

extrinsic effects):

- S > 1 and D » 1 : an effective plateau forms in the parallel velocity

distribution function. A strong non-linearity exists in the kinetic equation.

- S > 1 and D < 1 : the collisional drag is stronger than the RF

diffusion, the distribution function shows a small departure from the

Maxwellian bulk, and the damping is nearly linear.

- S < 1 : in that case the quasilinear theory does not apply. This

regime corresponds either to a situation where D strictly vanishes, or to a

situation where the trajectories in phase space are a mixing of regular and

stochastic trajectories (diffusion in the presence of island-like

structures). This limit is not considered here for a rather simple reason.

In fact, despite all the previous considerations, the simplest model one

can derive corresponds to assuming that the decorrelation is insured

everywhere in phase space. As we will see later, the quasilinear diffusion

coefficient DQL is proportional to I h j j l 2 , and the value of D can be

estimated for the typical situation we discussed before. The resulting

value of D is given on fig.6. For a typical reactor plasma, and for a

reasonable RF power, the region where D » 1 is confined in the TTMP

region, at high perpendicular velocities. This means that we a priori do

not expect a strong plateau formation in the distribution function for a

current drive experiment using the fast wave alone. A more sophisticated
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model would simply lead to even weaker deformations of the electron

distribution function in the regions where S = I .

The assumption that the current is supported by a weak

deformation of the distribution function seems then to be more realistic.

This remark allows us to assume, in the following, that the phase

decorrelation (i.e. the wave damping) is insured in the whole accessible

phase space, and to compute self-consistently the fast wave field radiated

by an RF antenna in a tokamak plasma. The driven current is then

derived, assuming a linear deformation of the distribution function. We

will however come back in section iv.3 on possible non-linear effects,

using a complete Fokker-Planck description, coupled to the FW field

computation.

II. 7 The tursional magnetic numping effect

A simple estimate of the torsional magnetic pumping effect can be

made, in comparison with the ELD+TTMP. The perpendicular guiding

centre velocity vgj. is taken as the curvature drift velocity:

vgl = -^^[(B.V)B]xB

One defines then:

evgj_.8Ax
A

which measures the relative strength between the effects. A simple

ordering analysis provides:
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W// CA ,
A = ;Xr Wf —- lob)

Wj.-Wj.crit CoR0

The torsional pumping effect thus becomes predominant at very high

parallel velocity, in the region of perpendicular velocity close to the

critical velocity. The presence of the major radius also implies that this

effect becomes marginal in large devices. Two examples of the region of

the phase space where A>1 are given in fig.7 for Tore Supra and in fig.8

for ITER(CDA). Of course this effect modifies, and can even suppress, the

adiabatic barrier effect in the region where it is dominant. This effect is

however not included in the following, mainly because the interest for

FWCD occurs in the large devices.

UI THE FULL-WAVE COMPUTATION OF THE FAST WAVE FIELD

The first step towards a quantitative description of FWCD is the

computation of the fast wave field radiated by an antenna array in a

Tokamak plasma. This requires the solution of the Maxwell system of

equations, in the presence of current and charge densities. The

microscopic behaviour of these sources is described by a kinetic equation,

the Vlasov equation, i.e. neglecting the collisions in the propagation-

absorption problem. The main difficulty consists in solving the wave fields

together with the particle distribution functions in a realistic

geometry7-8-9-10-1^. In general, the non-linearity in the kinetic equation

prevents from solving the complete (i.e. self-consistent, non-linear)

system of equations, and thus requires simplifications. First, one can

simplify the geometry, and possibly the field description (e.g. ray-tracing

techniques7), in order to treat the non-linear effects if a strong

perturbation of the distribution function is expected. In the case of FWCD
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however, as we pointed out previously, the precise pattern of the wave

field is of major importance, and strong non linear effects are not

expected a priori. A solution where the tokamak geometry is precisely

described, i.e. where the field couplings are fully taken into account, but

with linearized kinetic effects, is thus preferable.

This description, called "full-wave" description, has been used in

the numerical code called "ALCYON". This code solves the linearized

Maxwell-Vlasov system of equations, in an axisymmetrical tokamak

plasma. The plasma is described through a computed Grad-Shafranov

equilibrium12-13 with realistic parameters (geometry, plasma current and

pressure profiles, magnetic field...). Due to the variational formulation of

the equations, the numerical resolution uses the finite element

techniques, on a spatial mesh built from the equilibrium computation.

Finally, the unperturbed particle trajectories as well as the various wave-

particle interactions are treated using the Hamiltonian formalism in the

action-angle variables description. These last points allow us to avoid the

definition of the wave vector k. which in certain situations (e.g. close to

resonances, to mode conversion layers, in cavity mode situations) is

questionable.

The former version of ALCYON14 treated only the propagation-

absorption of the fast magnetosonic wave in the presence of a first and/or

a second harmonic ion cyclotron layer, neglecting the direct coupling of

the wave on the electron population. ALCYON has been improved to

include the ELD and TTMP effects15. The main characteristics of the

simulation are the following:

- The fast wave field is described through a perpendicular vector- potential

5A±(x,t) and a scalar potential SU(x.t). The assumption SAx^x,t)=0.
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discussed in §11.2, is applied. The problem is assumed to be stationary,

the only time dependence following exp(icot).

- The Maxwell-Vlasov system of equations is equivalent to a functional

form £,[5Aj.,5Aj.*,5U,6U*] extremalized with respect of all the variations of

the fields 8Ai* and 5U*. The Maxwell equations are simply the Euler

equations of L.

- The functional takes into account the coupling between the fast wave

and the ions (zeroth. first and second cyclotron harmonic), plus the

ELD-J-TTMP coupling with electrons described through:

6H0 = HeSB/xtxg) + e8U(xg) = h(m.N) expi(mtf+N(pt0r) + c.c. (37)
m;N

h(m.N) = Ue(SBxx)(Jn1N) + e5U(m.N) (38)

e m is the poloidal mode number and N the toroidal mode number.

- Due to the axisymmetry assumption, each toroidal mode number N is

treated separately. The complete field is reconstructed a posteriori for a

given launched N-spectrum, taking into account the antenna pattern.

- The functional form L is analytically extremalized with respect to the

field OU*. This extremalization provides one of the polarisation equations,

giving a relation between the three fields (6Ax, SU). It is remarkable that

this equation leads to:

5U = -^SBx/ (39)

the only extra assumption being that the ions do not absorb the wave at

the zeroth harmonic, i.e.:

CD CU
• = -1 (40)
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where Z(x) is the Fried-Conte function, and vtm the ion thermal velocity.

- Tht. polarisation condition (39) is re-introduced in the remaining part

of the functional form, leading to a new functional £/[5Aj_,8Aj.*], only

depending on two independent fields, but a priori including the effect of

the scalar potential. This new functional is then extrcmalized numerically,

using the same numerical procedure as the previous version of ALCYON14 .

HI.l The Alfvén condition

The computed wave being a fast magnetosonic wave, the cold

plasma dispersion relation gives indications concerning its general

properties, even if some hot plasma effects superimpose. In particular,

the condition k = CO/CA is globally satisfied. Thus CO/CA must be always

greater than any component of k, and in particular greater than the

poloidal component of k. This condition reads:

ImI < ̂  (41)CA

where r is the flux surface minor radius. The previous condition defines

boundaries for the poloidal mode number m. which will be referred to

later as the "Alfvén condition". A crucial remark here concerns the

dependence on the minor radius r: as the fast w?ve propagates towards

the central region, the accessible m-value domain narrows, so that the

parallel wave vector k// approaches the toroidal (invariant) wave vector k^,

As we shall see later, even if the directivity of the wave suffers from a

partial destruction along its path, this directivity tends to recover in the

plasma core.

On the other hand, the field analysis in the (r,m)-space allows us to

detect, and if necessary filter, the converted waves (ion-ion hybrid layer.
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shear Alfvén resonances...). This tool is very helpful for the qualitative

analysis of the wave field behaviour.

III.2 Analysis of the fast wave electromagnetic field

Although an exhaustive description of the behaviour of the wave field

with respect to the different parameters of the plasma, machine,

antenna... is tedious, one can bring out some main characteristics/For this

purpose the determinant parameter remains the single-pass absorption

coefficient, as computed by Chiu6 et al. in a WKB analysis, through the

expression of the imaginary part of the perpendicular wave vector:

ImtkjJ = ̂ p kj. pe X6 exp-(xe
2) G (42)

where (3e is the electron beta, Xe=co/k//V1J16 and

G = I + (WfF7^ - I)2 (43)

is close to 1 in high-pe, low RF frequency plasmas, where Wj.Crit = Wthe- In

fact, the exact expression6 of G shows a strong dependence on k//, with

the consequence that G tends towards 1 when k// increases, whatever the

frequency, and tends towards the previous expression when k// vanishes.

In present Tokamaks, a 1-10% single-pass absorption is attained,

for low frequency schemes in the absence of ion cyclotron absorption.

This means that the fast wave is strongly interacting with the Tokamak

vacuum vessel, tending to build up cavity modes. The coupling between

the accessible poloidal modes fully takes place, enriching the poloidal

spectrum of the wave. Several consequences derive from this:
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- two adjacent toroidal modes can have very different loadings. The

control of the launched directivity, through the antenna phasing, can

suffer from this phenomenon, as well as the antenna matching itself.

- a competition between the ELD+TTMP absorption and any other effect,

even parasitic, can considerably lower the fraction of power coupled into

the electron channel.

- the wave directivity is strongly altered (except in the plasma centre).

Indeed, k// is linked to the mode combination N+m/q. In the case of the

fast wave, the imposed I N I are in the range 0-50, and the accessible I m I

exactly in the same range. The safety factor being of the order of 1, even if

the antenna imposes a strong asymmetry in the toroidal mode numbers,

the poloidal effect can deteriorate this, provided that the accessible m's

are effectively excited. This is the case for low single-pass absorption, as

it is shown on fig.9 for a given toroidal component of the field.

On the contrary, for higher pe, the single pass absorption coefficient

can reach 50-60%. In such cases, the focusing of the field increases, and

the coupling between poloidal modes is inefficient (fig. 10). As a

consequence, the loading of the different toroidal modes is equivalent,

and is simply filtered out at high N-values (in that case the condition

k=co/cA becomes I N I < RCU/CA estimated close to the antenna). The

competition with other absorption effects is considerably reduced. Direct

electron heating through ELD/TTMP could even become too efficient in a

D-T reactor plasma, in cases where an ionic "high-minority" heating

scenario may be preferred to reach ignition. Note also that increasing the

machine size and edge density (e.g. ITER(EDA), Rant - 10.5m and

ne(edge)=8.0 1019 nr3) increases the range of accessible N's (one typically

obtains I N I < 100-150). A direct constraint appears here on the antenna
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design, which must insure that the secondary peaks in the toroidal

spectrum (and especially the one which is in the direction opposite to

the main one) must be out of this range of accessible N's.

In the following, one must remember that the so-called "single-

pass" absorption is a WKB-ray-tracing notion which refers to the first pass

of the wave in the plasma. It thus can only be a qualitative notion,

especially in the cases where a strong multiple-pass, coupled to a poloidal

enrichment, occurs.
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HI.3 Competition with other mechanisms

The other decisive aspect for analysing the field structure, and

evaluating the power deposition, is the presence along the wave

propagation of competitive mechanisms lowering the fraction of power

absorbed by electrons or degrading the wave characteristics. Among those

mechanisms, one can mention the ion cyclotron resonant absorption

(especially due to non-thermal ion populations), and the various mode

conversions (on an ion-ion hybrid layer, or due to the presence of Alfven

resonances).

The best way to avoid parasitic ion cyclotron absorption is to choose

the wave frequency below the lowest ion cyclotron frequency in the

plasma. Depending on the specific device geometry, an operation window

at higher frequency can also exist. In the other situations, a large fraction

of the power can be absorbed by ions. For instance, in a D(50°/o)-T(50%)

typical ITER-like plasma, the central Deuterium cyclotron layer together

with suprathermal alpha particles can absorb half of the total input

power16.

Concerning wave conversions, several situations may occur. If the

wave frequency has been chosen below the lowest ion cyclotron

frequency, mode conversion at the ion-ion hybrid layer is avoided.

However this low frequency scheme favours the presence on the plasma

high-field side of Alfvén resonances co + k// CA = O. The fast wave converts

to high-k// waves, possibly losing the directivity. The full-wave code can

detect such resonances but. due to the very thin structure of the

converted field, it cannot give the exact resulting field. This case is

illustrated on fig.Ua in the poloidal plasma cross-section, and on fig.lib

in the (m.p)-space. One can see that the converted structure does not

belong to the "Alfvén domain" defined in in.i. However, with the
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assumption that the fast wave is the source of this converted field, but

that the converted field does not react back on the fast wave structure,

the fast wave component can be extracted from this total field, either by

simply filtering it in the (m.p)-space using the Alfvén condition, or by

recomputing the field, using an artificial supplementary damping

functional, whose role is to absorb the very short wavelength structures.

This functional is simply built with higher order field derivatives. One can

numerically verify on the resulting field the equivalence of the two

methods. A complete 17 MHz case in ITER(CDA) in which those

resonances are present has shown a 40-50% fraction of the launched

power converted into these resonances, typically. The presence of such

resonances can thus deteriorate the current drive efficiency by lowering

the power effectively coupled to the fast wave. A possible way to avoid this

effect has been proposed in Ref18. It consists in increasing the frequency

up to = 33MHz (in the ITER(CDA)-case), leading to a situation where an

ion-ion hybrid layer exists in the D-T plasma. A cut-off appears on the low

field side of this layer, but on the high field side of the plasma core. The

large fraction (50%) of Tritium implies a sufficient distance between the

cut-off and the ion-ion hybrid layer to insure a 100% reflection on the

cut-off. As shown on fig. 12. the wave thus bounces between the antenna

and the cut-off, reaching the plasma centre but avoiding completely the

high-field side of the torus (i.e. the Alfvén resonances). An other way to

avoid Alfvén resonances effect is to note that the expected very flat

density profiles in ITER move the Alfvén resonances out in the cold edge

plasma region where their influence is drastically reduced.

IV. FASTWAVE CURRENT DRIVE
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In the case where the launched wave carries momentum in the

toroidal direction, the wave-particle interaction can lead to a transfer of

this momentum from the wave to the electrons, i.e. to a non inductive

current drive effect. The estimation of the driven current is done in

considering the fast wave field, computed previously, as the excitation

term in the kinetic equation. One has here two possibilities for

performing this calculation, both using the field computed by ALCYON to

derive the quasilinear diffusion tensor. First, one can simply estimate the

absorbed power and driven current on the unperturbed electron

distribution function. On the other hand, one can solve the complete

Fokker-Planck equation. This second approach allows us to detect

possible non linear effects, keeping in mind that this last model is not

fully self-consistent and may contradict the intrinsic chaos analysis. Both

approaches are detailed hereafter.

IV. 1 The Maxwellian case

In the action-angle variables (J, <D), the Vlasov equation reads:
df ar af3Jk ar= 0 = + ~ + ~ (44)

where the distribution function f is a function of Jk , <&k. and time. This

can be rewritten, using the Hamiltonian formalism, as a diffusion equation

in the action variables4 :

where:

f = f(J,t) = L0 .1 f(J. O. t) (46)
11^ TTJJ v *

is the bounce-averaged distribution function, and:

(DQL)IJ = 4Jt ^N1Nj I hN(J) 12 8(cu+Nkcok) (47)
N
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is the diffusion tensor, taking into account all the Hamiltonian resonances

co+NkO)k=0, with their respective amplitude hi». The resonance condition

is then equivalent to the Landau resonance condition œ + fy/v// = O. In this

particular case, : (DQL)33 + 2/q (DQL)23 + 1/q2 (D9L)I22 describes the

diffusion in the parallel velocity direction, 1/r2 (DgL)22 is proportional to

the diffusion induced by the wave in the radial direction and 1 /rq (DQL)23

+ 1/rq2 (DQL) 22 is proportional to the cross-term (see iv.3).

As pointed out previously, quasilinear theory requires the presence

of a decorrelation in order to apply and to yield the diffusion equation. For

the present study, and following the results of the Hamiltonian chaos

analysis, we will assume that the required decorrelation criterion is

satisfied. This assumption is in fact a posteriori confirmed through the

Fokker-Planck results of iv.3. which generally exhibit very small

deformations of the electron distribution function with respect to the

Maxwellian one, indicating that the extrinsic chaos plays a major role. A

precise chaos analysis would be required only in cases of strong tail

formation.

In the limit where the deformation of the electron distribution

function is small, the absorbed power P reads:

P = Jd3xd3p|mv2^r (48)

where f0 represents the unperturbed Maxwellian electron distribution

function. Following equation (45), using the action-angle expressions for

passing electrons and the results of 11.4 in the limit vlcrit = vthe. one has:

P = " KdV1(ImV1* - Tc)'exp(-5 £ I(SB//)N/B0I' ± <**<?£-* (49)
1 vlhe
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where N = (0,m,N) and k,/ = (N+m/q)/Ro. This expression is consistent

with the ALCYON calculation, for it is also exactly14 -2(ulm(L).

The driven current density is given by the usual formula17:

rvV2e/(l+e) Wi r Zeir+5 V1.
2 I

I i^l J L1 -Zerr+i vx
2+4V//

2J

(5or

where Dv// is the RF diffusion coefficient in parallel velocity, Zeff the

effective charge of the plasma, C is a numerical factor18 taking into

account bounce averaged neo-classical effects, i.e. C= O for trapped

particles and

Zeff+5
fW2£/fl+e)= 1 -

for passing particles (F = (neMe4InA)/(4JIEQ2me
2), where ne is the electron

density and InA the Coulomb logarithm). Note here that this correction

over-estimates the influence of trapped particle effect, in the case where

the current is driven by low v/, electrons, as previously found for LH

waves19. The current drive efficiencies will then be lower-bounded using

the previous value of £ and upper-bounded using C = 1 for all particles.

IV.2 Application to large tokamak devices

A complete calculation h s been performed for an ITER(CDA)-like

plasma20, which main characteristics are given in Table 1. The frequency

(17 MHz) is chosen below any ion cyclotron frequency, in order to avoid

parasitic absorption. The electron single-pass absorption behaviour with

respect to the antenna phasing is shown on fig. 13.
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The full-wave simulation has been performed with ALCYON for a

complete set of toroidal mode numbers (typically -35 < N < 35). Applying

to each of them the respective amplitude imposed by a given antenna

spectrum, it is possible to reconstruct the 3-D wave field, and with it to

estimate the driven current. The antenna is modelled in that case by the

Fourier transform of a regular array of straps excited by equal and

regularly phased currents. The phasing between straps is called <po, and

the number of straps here is 30. Examples of launched toroidal spectra,

for different values of 90. are given on fig. 14. For that set of parameters,

only the main (low-N) peak of the spectrum propagates into the plasma.

The current drive efficiency is defined by the usual expression:

y = l n-̂  (A/W/m2) (52)

where I is the total driven current and rie the line averaged density. Its

behaviour with respect to the antenna phasing 90 is given on fig. 15. This

efficiency results from the wave absorption, convoluted with the antenna

spectrum directivity, taking into account the spectrum modifications

induced by the plasma itself, and the kinetic effects. One finds an

optimum value for 90, which is explained as follows:

- for values rl ^0 lower than the optimum (but sufficiently high for

insuring a good antenna directivity), the absorption of the launched k// is

very low (and even vanishing). The wave then experiments a strong

poloidal enrichment (multiple passes) until the absorption is possible.

This enrichment deteriorates the wave directivity into the plasma,

decreasing the efficiency. Note that, due to the Alfvén constraint (41), the

poloidal enrichment cannot take place in the centre, then the wave is not
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absorbed there, leading to a tendency for hollow power and current

profiles.

- for values of tpo higher than the optimum, the wave can be absorbed

without any modification of the spectrum, and the higher <p07:.the, larger

the deposited power profile. Unfortunately in those cases, the trapped

particle effect increases, both because the proportion of trapped particles

is larger at larger radii, and because the passing electrons which carry the

driven current have lower v//.

In strong single-pass absorption regimes (and when the antenna

directivity is sufficiently constant), the maximum of efficiency is found

very close to the maximum of the imaginary part of the function

xe(r=0)Z(xe(r=0)) which represents the central electron absorption. This

means that as the wave does not experiment strong poloidal enrichment,

the optimum efficiency is obtained when the launched spectrum satisfies

the conditions for a maximum central absorption (with some profile

effects of course). On the contrary, for lower single-pass absorption (i.e.

lower electron beta), the wave always experiments strong spectrum

modifications along its path, and the optimum cpo is different from the

• phasing which maximises the single-pass absorption. The relative position

of this optima in cpo depends on the sign of the launched central N value,

and/or on the sign of the plasma current. This is easily explained

considering that the absorption depends on I k / / 1 , thus on the

combination I N+m/q I . The sign of the averaged poloidal enrichment (i.e.

of the averaged m) being determined by the plasma current, N must be

chosen consequently so that the averaged resulting I k//1 is optimum. An

example of this effect is given in fig. 16.
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All these considerations are of course modulated by the antenna

directivity as a function of q>o. but also by the presence of possible cavity

modes21 which can significantly alter 7(90)- This influence has been

observed, as shown on fig. 17, where accidents occur on the y((po) curve,

due to a strong mode cavity plasma response. In such cases, the central

imposed toroidal mode number does not change progressively with the

antenna phasing cpo-

IV.3 Non-linear effects, svnergisms

As mentioned in n, one can expect some kinetic effects22 in FWCD.

Those non-linear effects can be estimated through a Fokker-Planck

code23 coupled with the ALCYON results. This coupling is done through

the local quasilinear RF operator (47), rewritten in velocity space.

Defining the normalised parallel velocity u = v / m / T e o . and the

normalised time t=tvc, where vc is the collision frequency, equation (45)

reads:

Bf lL Bf L BfI Bf 1B( Bf

The diffusion coefficients read:

Wq2) (54)

^ C (55>

_ ,2 (56)
^11Ig-TxQ 1 £ \vjVc

where:

„ ^ VmeTe0Ro ^ poo qR0

eA\|/ a a
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A\|/ being the variation of the poloidal flux from the plasma centre to the

edge, and pcu the electron Larmor radius. Following (54), this confirms

that Duu is linked to the mode combination N+m/q, i.e. to the parallel

wave vector k//. One can first estimate the relative ordering cf the

different terms in (53) (RHS): relative to Duu, the second and the third

terms (i.e. the cross-terms) are of the order of C, and the fourth term

(radial diffusion) is of the order of C2. In a typical ITER case (Te0=35keV,

A\|/=20Wb), C is of the order of 2. IQ-4, and in a Tore Supra case (TcQ=5keV,

Ay=IWb). C = 5.1CH. This means that the radial diffusion induced by the

interaction is always negligible with respect to the cross-terms24.

Moreover, those cross-terms are also weak compared to a typical

anomalous radial diffusion term, and to the collisional drag itself.

In general, as mentioned previously, the quasilinear diffusion

operator is weak compared to the collisional drag. This is confirmed for

instance by a Fokker-Planck simulation on the 33 MHz ITER(CDA)

scenario, which provides the same driven current profile and current

drive efficiency (fig. 18) as the linear estimate. The possible ways for

driving suprathermal electron tails result from different factors:

- increasing the FW power density, which can essentially be realised in

the central part of small machines submitted to strong RF power. This

does not seem however relevant for choosing a FWCD scenario on a

reactor.

- driving electrons in the high-vj. region of the velocity space. These

electrons will enter a region of very high parallel diffusion. This can be

achieved using an additional electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH).

However a careful analysis of the scenario is necessary, due to the fact
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that ECRH tends to create trapped electrons, which do not contribute

anymore to the driving current. An optimum ECRH power level thus

probably exists for a given FWCD power.

- superimposing resonances in between the FWCD v//=cst resonances, in

order to increase both the stochasticity and the diffusion coefficient. Two

methods exist. The first one consists in adding FW power at a (or several)

slightly different frequency (frequencies). The second one is to take

advantage of the very strong diffusion operator generated by the LH waves.

The diffusion operators, due to the incoherence between waves, will add.

Such a synergism effect of FWCD combined with LKCD has been

investigated for a typical Tore Supra discharge24. The FW diffusion

coefficient has been computed by ALCYON for a typical Tore Supra target

plasma (IP=1.84MA. B0=4T, Tc0=5keV, nc0=3el9m-3, Deuterium), in a

situation where the direct electron coupling is the only damping

mechanism present in the plasma (f=42MHz). For the chosen FW antenna

phasing, 2MW of FW drive 76kA of current. The FW diffusion coefficient

has then been computed on the same plasma, for which the 1.84MA

current was fully sustained by 5.5 MW of LHCD. We found that the fast

electron distribution function does not significantly affect the ALCYON

(linear) results, avoiding additional iterations between ALCYON and the

Fokker-Planck code. As expected, the kinetic calculation shows that the

electron distribution function flattens (fig. 19) in the high perpendicular

velocity region. The total (FW+LH) driven current is 2.05MA, i.e. larger

than the linear superposition of rf currents. However, due to the

distribution function Rattening (and to the fact that in this simulation the

LH diffusion coefficient is kept constant), PLH decreases from 5.5MW to

4.5MW. In a simulation where PUI would remain constant, one should

expect a LH absorption at lower parallel velocities, or non-resonant
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parasitic absorption at the edge. Thus, while there is a synergetic effect

on FWCD, the resulting efficiency is in this case smaller than for LHCD

alone. Of course this effect requires experimental confirmation. The fact

that a rather strong modification of the perpendicular electron

temperature is predicted gives hope for the possibility of an experimental

signature of this effect.

A more promising synergetic effect has been observed on JET25, in

a scenario where the fast magnetosonic wave is converted to a Bernstein

wave in the vicinity of the ion-ion hybrid layer, and strongly absorbed

through parallel Landau damping on fast electrons generated by LHCD26. If

confirmed experimentally and theoretically, this effect may require to

revised the current drive scenarios, favouring this mode conversion

(ICRH antenna on the plasma high field side for instance).

V. THE O-D MODEL

Finally, one can envisage a simpler approach to the fast wave

current drive, considering a "black box" problem, the excitation being the

injected power Pin, and the response the driven current IHF-

The power is launched with a certain spectrum in the toroidal

direction:
Pm = £pm(N) (58)

N

where N is the toroidal mode number. Note that in the case of FWCD, the

summation over N is discrete, due to the wave characteristics described
previously, but one can also envisage the continuous case Pin = Jpin(n(p)dn<p

over the toroidal index nv. Each wave photon has the energy "ho, and

carries the toroidal momentum "&k<p, so that the total angular momentum

(Rant being the antenna major radius) injected per unit time is:
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II = £Pin(N) ̂  Rant= 5>n ;; (59)
N œ N ^

In the case of FWCD in the high single pass limit, one can assume

that the total driven current is proportional to the injected angular

momentum. This assumption is of course non trivial, and is strongly

linked to the assumption of linearity. This is not the case for instance in

the LHCD case, or in the ECCD case. The constant of proportionality is not

straightforward and depends on the microscopic process of the transfer

of momentum, together with collisionaliry characteristics. However, let us

define the characteristic time Tfwcd. satisfying the following assumption:

the injected power is totally absorbed by the plasma electrons, converted

into current in the plasma central region, and the current relaxes

through collisions, so that:

2TtR0me IHF ,CA,~ 160)

The trivial dependence on RO, the plasma major radius, e and me the

electron charge and mass, are exhibited. The current drive efficiency y. as

usually defined, is then directly (he being the electron line averaged

density):

IHF ne RQ - 1Y = — ! = ~ ~— ne Tfwcd (61 )

One can underline here that Tfwcd is a global time (i.e. integrated over the

plasma), which contains the plasma physics. The N-spectrum which

appears in y is the launched spectrum. This approach can also be derived

from the classical 1-D approach by taking:
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Tfwcd - Jtioc n/, PIOC(H//, x) dn,/d3x (62)

where TIOC is the local collisional time, n// the local parallel index, and pioc

represents the local absorbed power (in phase and configuration space).

The time Tfwcd is obviously not easy to compute for the general case.

However, in the FWCD situation, one can reasonably assume, due to the

previous study, that the current is mainly supported by thermal electrons,

close to the plasma centre. In that case, one can extract the main

dependence on the plasma characteristics through:

T6(O)3/2

= K ne(0) InA(O) (Zeff+5)

where K is assumed to be a constant. The dependence in Zeff is chosen

because of the expression (50) we took to calculate the driven current.

This leads to an analytical expression for y:

A Te(0)3/2 ne
Y ~ InA(O)R0CO (Zeff+5) ne(0) P1n

Moreover, as pointed out previously, the current drive efficiency is

optimised when the antenna phasing corresponds to the highest value of

the central electronic absorption, i.e. to the maximum of the function

Im{xeZ(xe)), where X6 is the ratio of the thermal index to the parallel

index. For a central absorption, the parallel index being the launched

toroidal index, one can finally approximate y with:
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B Te(O) (keV) He
7 = InA(O) (Zeff+5) ne(0)

where B=AVme • The value of B can be determined by fitting some

ALCYON simulations on different machines, antennas,... as shown on

fig.20. Its typical value is 0.7 when T6(O) is in keV and y in 1020 A/W/m2.

The previous expressions clearly explain the strong dependence of y

on the plasma temperature, due to the fact that the driven current is

supported by thermal electrons. They also clearly demonstrate that

without any tail formation, the current drive efficiency can hardly exceed

0.5 1O2O A/W/m2, in iTER-like plasmas.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on an Hamiltonian approach of the electron-wave interaction,

a comprehensive description of the problem of low frequency fast wave

current drive in tokamak devices is proposed. Several strong conclusions

can be drawn, even if they can be modulated in some particular cases.

Concerning the interaction itself, the cancellation of the

TTMP / ELD effects, due to the wave polarisation, considerably decreases

the amplitude of the interaction in the phase-space region where bulk

electrons are located, even if the torsional pumping effect can modify this

conclusion. The resulting intrinsic stochasticity and quasilinear diffusion

coefficient are insufficient for expecting plateau formation in the electron

distribution function at low perpendicular velocity. However, the extrinsic

decorrelation phenomena are strong enough for insuring the irreversible

transfer of momentum from the wave to the electrons. Strong non-linear

effects are not expected, unless external mechanisms either push
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electrons in the very high perpendicular velocity region (e.g. ECRH), or

superimpose a parallel velocity diffusion (e.g. LHCD). However, in both

cases, those "synergisms" do not lead necessarily to an increase of the

(global) current drive efficiency.

The wave propagation-absorption can strongly be influenced by the

multiple-pass effect, favouring the enrichment of the poloidal spectrum,

which deteriorates the wave directivity inside the plasma. For example, it

constraints the present machines to work at very low magnetic field for

providing results extrapolable to the next step Tokamaks. This effect can

be neglected in next-step high-p plasmas, where a single-pass absorption

above 50% is expected. However, as this single-pass absorption is not

100%, the influence of parasitic effects could be of importance. The

presence of Alfvén resonances on the high-field side of the machines has

to be carefully avoided for low-frequency FWCD, by choosing very fiat

plasma density profiles or by reflecting the fast wave before it reaches the

plasma high field side on a cold plasma cut-off. On the opposite, the

direct electron absorption in next step machines will be concurrent for

the ICRF ion heating schemes.

The FW driven current profile is centrally peaked. The obtained

current drive efficiencies (with FWCD alone) are insufficient for sustaining

the whole plasma current, but are apparently high enough for driving (and

thus controlling) the central plasma current (normalised minor radius

p < 0.2). When superimposing the bootstrap effect, one can reasonably

expect =10 MA with 50 MW directly coupled to electrons in ITER.

The Fokker-Planck calculations confirm that the linear

approximation is fairly good, especially for predictions concerning FWCD

alone in large tckamaks. where the RF power density is low.

A simple analytical expression for the FWCD efficiency is given,

which applies in the strong single-pass absorption regimes. For the next-
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step high-beta plasmas, a linear dependence of the current drive

efficiency with respect to the central electron temperature is expected.

The present lack of detailed experimental data prevents from

comparing these predictions to reality. However a large effort in this

direction is done in existing tokamaks. to possibly answer many opened

questions.
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TABLES

Table 1
Parameters for the ITER(CDA) case
Major radius (m)
Minor radius (m)
Toroidal magnetic field (T)
Plasma current (MA)
ne(0) (m-'J)
density profile
'asma

:2(0) (keV)
temperature profile
Fast wave frequency (MHz)
Antenna poloidal extension (rd)
Antenna strap width (m)
Distance between straps (m)
Number of straps

6.26
2.15
4.89
22
1.5 1020
(1 -p2)1.5

D(50%)+T(50%)
35
(1 - D2)2.5

17
±0.5
0.20
0.51
30
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Description of a fast wave resonance in the Vparaiiei;vperpendicuiar
space:, position(dotted line) and (exaggerated) width (solid
line). The circles represent the thermal velocity and the light
velocity limit.

Fig.2 Intrinsic stochasticity frontier in the vparaiiei;vperpendicuiar
space, for q= 1.618 and a typical fast wave spectrum. The
stochastic trajectories are in the regions labelled "ELD" and
"TTMP".

Fig.3 Intrinsic stochasticity frontier in the vparaiiei;vperpendicuiar
space, for q=1.05 and a typical fast wave spectrum.

Fig.4 Adiabatic (black) and stochastic (white) domains in the
Vparaiieiiq space, for vperpendicuiar=0-6c, and a typical fast wave
spectrum, independent of q.

Fig.5 Adiabatic (black) and stochastic (white) domains in the
vparaiiei:q space, for Vperpendicuiar=0.6c, and a typical fast wave
spectrum, independent of q. A radial diffusion with Dr = 2m2/s
is applied.

Fig.6 D coefficient in the vparaiiei;vperpendicuiar space, truncated to 1.

Fig.7 Frontier A=I in thevparaiiei;vperpendicuiar space. Tore Supra
parameters (R0=2.4m, BO=4T, f=42MHz, ne=6x!019 m-3,
Te=4keV). The circles represent the thermal velocity and the
light velocity limit.

Fig.8 Frontier A=I in the vpara l lei;vperpendicuiar space. ITER-like
parameters (RO=Gm. BO=ST. f=17MHz, ne=15x!019 nr3,
Te=25keV). The circles represent the thermal velocity and
the light velocity limit.

Fig.9 ALCYON. Fast Wave parallel magnetic field (modulus) in JET.
N=IO, BO=1.34T. Ip=2.05MA, f=48MHz, neO=2.2x!019 m-3,
TeO=S. 9keV.

Fig. 10 ALCYON. Fast Wave parallel magnetic field (modulus) in
ITER(CDA), N=SO, BO=ST, Ip=22MA, f=33MHz. neO=15xlQl9

m-3. TeO=35keV.

Fig.lia ALCYON. Fast Wave parallel magnetic field (modulus)in
ITER(CDA), N=IO, BO = ST, Ip=22MA, f=17MHz.
ne(p)=13.5xl019(l-p2)i-5+ i.SxlO19 m-3, TeO=35keV.

Fig.lib ALCYON. Same as fig.Ua, in the (p;m) space. The limit of the
Alfvén domain (eq.41) is shown.
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Fig. 12 ALCYON. Fast Wave parallel magnetic field (real part) in
ITER(CDA), N=IO, BO=5T, Ip=22MA, f=33MHz, neO=15xlQi9

nr3, TeO=35keV. The D and T cyclotron layers, as well as the
ion-ion hybrid layer are shown.

Fig. 13 single-pass absorption vs regular phasing between the antenna
straps in the ITER(CDA) plasma (see Table 1).

Fig. 14 antenna spectrum (see Table 1), for different imposed phasing
Cp0 = 0.6 (-), 1 {--), 1.6 (-.) rd, obtained by Fourier transforming
the current distributions.

Fig. 15 ALCYON. FWCD efficiency vs antenna phasing, without(+) or
with (o) trapped particle effect (eq.51), for the ITER(CDA)
case (see Table 1).

Fig. 16 ALCYON. FWCD efficiency vs antenna phasing modulus, with
trapped particle effect, for an ITER(EDA) case (RO=S. Im,
a=3m, BO=6T, Ip=ISMA, f=20MHz, neO=14x!019 m'3 ,
TeO=27keV). The squares correspond to negative central
toroidal mode numbers, the circles to positive central toroidal
mode numbers. The curves cross at the phasing
corresponding to the optimum central absorption.

Fig. 17 ALCYON. FWCD efficiency vs antenna phasing, without(+) or
with (o) trapped particle effect (eq.51), for an ITER(CDA) case
(R0=6m, a=2.1m, BO=ST, Ip=IQMA, f=33MHz, neO=9.6x!019

m-3, TeO=33keV).

Fig. 18 opimized FW driven current profile in ITER(CDA), BO=ST,
Ip=22MA, f=33MHz, neO=15xl019nr3, TeO=35keV.
(solid) : linear computation by ALCYON
(dotted): Fokker-Planck calculation using the ALCYON
quasilinear operator.

Fig. 19 levé! curves of the electron distribution function, in the (u//;
uj -pace (u=p/mvthe(r=0)), at r/a=0.25.
(doiLed) LHCD (3.7GHz, 5.5MW).
(solid) LHCD (3.7GHz, 4.5MW) + FWCD (42MHz, 2MW).

Fig.20 fit of some ALCYON results, representing the optimum FWCD
efficiencies y UO20 A/W/m2) obtained in different simulations

Te(0)[keV) neversus InA(O) (Zeff+5) ne(0)'
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